Zone 8

List of streets per zone

- avenue de la Praille;
- rue François-Meunier;
- rue des Noirettes;
- rue Caroline;
- rue des Mouettes;
- rue des Allobroges;
- route de Veyrier (tronçon compris entre la route de la Fontenette et le pont du Val-d’Arve);
- place Sigismond;
- rue des Charmettes;
- rue de la Faîencerie;
- rue du Collège;
- chemin Charles-Poluzzi;
- rue de la Filature;
- rue Blavignac (tronçon compris entre le n°3 et la rue Jacques-Grosselin);
- avenue Vibert (tronçon compris entre les voies CFF et le boulevard des Promenades);
- rue Vautier;
- rue Adolphe-Fontanel;
- rue Ancienne;
- avenue Cardinal-Mermillod;
- quai du Cheval-Blanc (tronçon compris entre le n°3 et l’avenue Cardinal-Mermillod);
- rue Joseph-Girard;
- rue de la Tannerie;
- rue Saint-Joseph;
- rue Roi-Victor-Amé;
- place du Temple;
- rue Jacques-Dalphin;
- rue des Pervenches;
- rue de Lancy;
- chemin du Clos-de-la-Fonderie;
- boulevard des Promenades;
- place du Rondeau;
- rue de la Débridée;
- rue du Pont-Neuf;
- rue Louis-de-Montfalcon;
- rue Jacques-Grosselin;
- chemin du Centurion;
- rue des Moraines;
- rue de la Fontenette;
- rue Saint-Nicolas-le-Vieux;
- rue Daniel-Gevril;
- rue du Centenaire;
- rue Antoine-Jolivet;
- rue Subilia;
- rue Alexandre-Gavard;
- rue des Caroubiers;
- rue Saint-Victor;
- rue du Marché;
- place d’Armes;
- chemin Vert (côté impair);
- avenue Industrielle;
- rue de la Gabelle;
- rue du Léopard;
- place de l’Octroi;
- promenades des Orpailleurs;
- rue de Veyrier;
- place de la Taillanderie;
- rue du Tir-au-Canon.
HOW DOES THE PARKING BADGE WORK?

The parking Badge
It enables residents, shopkeepers and companies to park in blue zones without time restriction (except on police order), near their home or workplace.

Who is entitled to a parking badge?
Residents may buy one parking badge for each vehicle with a Geneva registration plate, that is registered in their name and at their address, provided that they do not own or rent a parking space within their residential zone and adjacent zones.

Companies registered in the sector may buy a maximum of two parking badges, provided that the use of the vehicles for professional purposes is justified.

The blue zones
They indicate time restricted parking. They are intended for visitors who may park by displaying the parking disc indicating their time of arrival (from 8am to 7pm).

Where to use the parking badge
The parking badge may be used in the blue badge zone indicated by a display similar to the one shown below.

The parking badge may not be used in blue zones indicated by a display as shown below, or in other blue badge zones, or conventional parking zones.

HOW CAN I OBTAIN A PARKING BADGE?

To obtain a parking badge, please return the application form duly completed with the requested enclosures.

“Resident” parking badge
According to section 7B, character a RaLCR, a “resident” parking badge may only be delivered for a vehicle with a Geneva registration plate.

The application form must be returned with the following enclosures:

a. a copy of the vehicle registration certificate;

b. a copy of the rental lease or the residence permit (no credit card format) or of the first page of the tax return;

For tenants:

c. a certificate from the property management and/or owner of the housing indicating the number of parking spaces assigned to the housing*;

d. a sworn statement mentioning whether he is, or not, the owner or the leaseholder of one or more parking spaces within his residential parking badge zone or adjacent zones*;

For landowners:

e. the sales contract or the building permit or any other document mentioning the number of parking spaces assigned to the housing;

f. a sworn statement mentioning whether he is, or not, the owner or the leaseholder of one or more parking spaces within his residential parking badge zone or adjacent zones*.

For commercial vehicles, please provide a document confirming the use of the vehicle for private and professional purposes.

The Fondation des Parkings will send a payment slip to the applicant. The parking badge will be sent upon receipt of the payment.

“Business” parking badge
The application must be made on behalf of the company with the following enclosures:

a. a copy of the vehicle registration certificate;

b. a copy of the trade register entry or a copy of the rental lease;

c. proof of professional use of the vehicle (certificate of employment or expense account);

For the employee, the application must be made by the employer with the following enclosures:

d. a copy of the employment contract;

e. a copy of the Employee’s Terms and Conditions;

f. an extract from the operating accounts “vehicle expenses” or “travel expenses” (private vehicle).

Validity
The parking badges are valid for 12 months from the date of payment.

The multizone parking badge “Tout public”
For residents, visitors or drivers who wish to be exempt from the restrictions in parking badge zones, the multizone parking badge “Tout public” is available at the Fondation des Parkings. Price: CHF 10.– half-day and CHF 20.– full day.

* Templates are available on www.geneve-parking.ch